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Forest is one of the Earth’s most significant natural resources and an integral 
part of national and global economies. The importance of forests in supporting 
life on Earth is distinctly reflected in the growing interest in international con-
servation and sustainable management of forests. Rising awareness of the 
challenges in retaining the health of this vital ecosystem is boosting conser-
vation of biodiversity and accelerating the exploitation of new technologies. As 
modern remote sensing by satellites has matured, the field has made significant 
contributions to the monitoring of the atmosphere and biosphere on a planetary 
scale. Of particular interest to this research is the near continuous, high revisit 
monitoring of the global carbon cycle and of the state of forests worldwide. 
Forests currently cover close to 4 billion hectares (ha) of land while suf-
fering under a deforestation rate of 13 million hectares per year [1]. As one of 
the most diverse ecosystems on the planet, forest biomes cover 31% of the total 
land area [2] and hold approximately 80% of terrestrial above ground biomass 
[3]. Carbon accounts for roughly 50% of the dry weight of biomass [4]. However, 
the contribution of forestry-related carbon flux to global climate change is still 
difficult to forecast with confidence. Despite the efforts to aggregate the bio-
mass estimates across different scales, the data acquisition and processing 
methodologies vary and cause uncertainties about the size and location of the 
terrestrial carbon sources and sinks [5, 6, 7]. 
The United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC) 
considers forest above ground biomass (AGB) as an essential climate variable 
[8] that plays a large role in the global carbon dynamics, in the forecasting of 
climate change and in its proposed mitigation strategies [9]. Approximately half 
of the carbon contained in forest vegetation and soil is located at high latitudes, 
where boreal and temperate forests are most extensive [10]. In Northern 
Europe, forestry is a dominant land use and wooded areas constitute the largest 
land cover type, accounting for 41% of the total land area in the European Union 
countries [11]. This alone sets forest and land cover related changes in Europe 
as the single largest source of carbon flux [12]. The temperate and boreal 
forests in the Northern Hemisphere act as a substantial carbon sink, while the 
carbon balance in those forests is largely controlled by anthropogenic activities 
[13].  
Moreover, out-dated or missing data introduces further biases in the terrestrial 
carbon budget and climate change forecasting models [14]. Information about 
the state of forest resources and the economic damage caused by the dis-
turbances are commonly acquired through field measurements or airborne pho-
tography and laser scanning [15, 16]. These methods can be efficiently used for 
mapping on a smaller scale, but prove insufficient when frequent up-to-date infor-
mation and nation- or continent-wide surveys are needed, resulting in trade-offs 
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between cost, scale and accuracy of the measurements [17]. In addition, airborne 
laser surveys can be costly and aerial photography, similarly to optical satellite 
data, is influenced by cloud cover and lack of solar illumination. 
Forest biome is sensitive to a variety of disturbances, including legal and 
illegal logging activity, deforestation, storm and fire damage and pest outbreaks. 
Despite numerous satellites in orbit, the Food and Agriculture Organization of 
the United Nations (FAO) has reported that at a global level there are still large 
data gaps concerning forest fires and illegal logging [2]. Some countries also 
suffer under the severe damage caused by insect pest-induced diseases and 
natural disasters which also remain largely underreported [2]. The estimates of 
the distribution of this major reserve for terrestrial carbon could be potentially 
fine-tuned through increased sustainable management of forests [18] and 
systematic integration of Earth Observation (EO) data with high quality ground 
measurements. The rapidly expanding number of EO satellites and advanced 
remote sensing techniques improve the coverage and consistency of the global 
dataset by allowing high-revisit and cost-effective monitoring of a wide range 
of forest and land cover parameters [19]. Field measurements are commonly 
used to accompany the remotely sensed data for calibration, extrapolation and 
validation of the dynamic vegetation cover models [20]. The major benefits of 
using space-borne sensors include filling of gaps in global data, updating and 
harmonizing of quality and other parameters of national inventory datasets [21], 
reducing errors in out-dated datasets [22, 23] and improving the mapping of 
yearly productivity and carbon sequestration by the vegetation [24]. 
EO satellites have been orbiting the Earth since 1960 [25] and continue a 
rapid increase in numbers with the addition of public and private satellites and 
satellite constellations. The EO community has seen the addition of optical, 
radar and other types of satellites for developing a number of vegetation remote 
sensing applications. The Landsat program paved the way as the longest 
continuous global spectral data provider since the early 1970s [26]. The first 
Earth-orbiting Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR), Seasat, was launched in 1978, 
significantly increasing the remote sensing community’s interest in imaging 
radars [27]. From 1991, the European Space Agency contributed to the global 
monitoring of land, water, ice and atmosphere with the successful European 
Remote Sensing Satellite ERS-1, followed by ERS-2 in 1995 and by ASAR on 
Envisat in 2002, to guarantee the continuity of the data stream for the environ-
mental studies [28]. The launch of public-domain high resolution optical and 
radar imagery with global coverage, high revisit times and long-term observa-
tional commitment have further stimulated the growth in implementation of 
satellite data by public authorities and the private sector in Europe [29]. The 
best examples of this are the European Copernicus programme’s Sentinel-1 and 
Sentinel-2 missions, launched in 2014 and in 2015 respectively, whose freely 
available datasets are used for a wide range of operational services. 
Radar remote sensing satellites have opened up unique possibilities for 
mapping and monitoring vegetation from space on a daily basis, while offering 
a considerable variety and selection of different wavelength, coverage and 
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resolution options. Such data is needed on a regular basis to map deforestation 
and land conversion [30, 31], detect logging events [32, 33] and assess storm 
and fire damage [34, 35]. Global biomass estimates from radar satellites at 
continental scales provide an essential input for calculating carbon flux and 
monitoring changes in carbon stocks [36, 37]. 
Forest mapping from space relies mainly on optical remote sensing [38], 
imaging radar [39] and space-borne LiDAR (Light Detection And Ranging) 
scanning [40]. The advantages of microwave radar imaging compared to optical 
imaging for forestry applications are principally its sensitivity to the dielectric 
and geometrical properties of the targets, penetration capacity and coherent 
imaging properties [41]. SAR satellites are therefore capable of retrieving 
additional information, such as structure of the forest, tree height and growing 
stock volume (GSV) while working in nearly all weather conditions, indepe-
dently of daylight and cloud cover [42]. Nevertheless, optical, LiDAR and radar 
imagery provide most benefits when used complementarily in developing forest 
remote sensing applications [43, 44]. 
Forest biomass, the key parameter for assessing the extent of forest resources 
worldwide [45], can be retrieved using the direct interpretation of the radar 
backscatter signal [46,47] or from tree height using allometric relations [48]. 
Many studies have demonstrated the successful use of SAR backscatter intensity 
measurements for forest biomass estimation using longer L-band (~27 cm) and 
P-band (~70 cm) wavelengths [49, 50, 51, 52, 53] in boreal [54, 55] and tropical 
forests [56, 57]. Despite the tendency to saturate with increasing stem volume 
[58], higher frequencies such as C-band SAR have also been proven to work 
well when using a large multi-temporal image stack, the best example being the 
forest biomass map of entire Northern Hemisphere [59]. The European Space 
Agency (ESA) has selected the Biomass SAR satellite mission operating in  
P-band as their next Earth Explorer, to emphasize the need for accurate and 
frequent global biomass maps of tropical, temperate and boreal forests [60, 7]. 
Also radargrammetry, a technique that can potentially be applied for wide-area 
boreal forest AGB mapping, is researched for operational use, but requires an 
additional accurate Digital terrain model (DTM) as a reference [61, 62, 63], 
which is not widely and regularly available. 
The allometric relation between forest height and biomass has potential to 
increase the accuracy of biomass estimation even further as vegetation height 
mapping from X-band SAR data has shown promising results in producing 
accurate forest height estimations [48, 64, 65]. Forest height can be used as a 
variable for a number of environmental applications as it strongly correlates to 
several other forest properties, such as AGB [48, 66, 67, 68], forest age and 
density [56, 69] and can indicate changes in the forest [70]. Changes in forest 
height can also indicate problems with forest growth, diseases, natural disasters 
or human influence. In addition, accurately estimated forest height is valuable 
information for industry, in terms of timber production, biomass fuel potential 
or land parcel quality assessment and evaluation. 
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Information about the height, extent and coverage of the vegetation can be 
applied for practical applications such as updating forest cadastral data and 
sustainable forest management. Commercial applications that need high spatio-
temporal coverage of vegetated areas include vegetation management of power 
line corridors and landscape modelling for efficient and profitable wind turbine 
location planning. For agricultural use, vegetation height can give valuable 
information about grassland cutting practices and demonstrate the effect of 
environmental conditions on crop growth cycle [71, 72]. 
The need for large-scale and cost-effective forest height measurements has in 
recent years resulted in strong interest in the Interferometric SAR (InSAR) data. 
The sensitivity of the interferometric measurements to forest vertical structure 
and the distribution of vegetation makes the technique valuable for improving 
forest resource monitoring [73, 74]. InSAR technique relies on coherently 
collected amplitude and phase signals, used for studying the phase differences 
between two complex-valued SAR images [75, 76]. Moreover, the coherence 
information, which is a measurement of phase stability or correlation between 
two simultaneously acquired radar images [41], is thus a valuable method for 
determining boreal [48, 64], tropical [77, 78, 79] and mangrove [80] forest 
height and biomass. 
The traditionally used airborne Light Detection And Ranging (LiDAR) 
technique enables the direct measurement of forest height, whereas InSAR 
relies on exploiting model-based inversions for vegetation height estimation 
[81]. Interferometric coherence can be related to spatial variability of vegetation 
height through physics-based [82] or empirical relationships. The majority of 
InSAR forest height applications rely on multiple polarisation complex coherence 
images and require either fully polarimetric or dual-polarimetric InSAR data 
[65, 83]. Single-polarization measurements from space-borne SAR sensors 
could also provide accurate results when used together with auxiliary data such 
as digital terrain model (DTM) for determining the ground phase or other 
generalised assumptions about the ground scattering contribution and forest 
extinction parameters [65, 77, 83, 84]. In addition, airborne radar measurements 
have provided the opportunity to acquire data with different wavelengths and 
several antennas simultaneously, offering multiple polarizations and high 
spatial resolution [84]. Recent advancements in advanced remote sensing 
techniques, such as polarimetric inteferometric SAR (PolInSAR), a concept first 
demonstrated in 1997, allows insight into extraction of different scattering 
mechanisms [85]. The separation of different types of scattering in turn allows 
forest classification of heterogeneous forests for enhanced detection of the tree 
species, structure, height, and biomass density [86]. 
For height estimation from interferometric coherence with short wavelength 
radar (e.g. C-band or X-band), the image pair acquisition should be done simul-
taneously or with a very short temporal baseline, insuring the minimal effect or 
absence of temporal de-correlation caused by the scatterers’ displacement or 
changes in dielectric constant in between the two data takes. If the movements of 
leaves and branches caused by wind are eliminated, only volume decorrelation 
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is left which is dependent on forest height and can be effectively used for its 
estimation by interferometric coherence analysis [48]. Currently the only close 
formation tandem SAR satellite pair in orbit to provide simultaneous and global 
data acquisitions is the DLR (German Aerospace Center) mission TanDEM-X 
(TerraSAR-X add-on for Digital Elevation Measurement), operational since 
2010 [87]. This single-pass radar interferometer carries out bistatic observations 
based on the two radar satellites flying in close formation and is thus not 
influenced by the effects of temporal decorrelation [87]. Although the principal 
mission objective is to create a three-dimensional map of the Earth’s surface, it 
has opened up diverse opportunities for a number of other applications, e.g. 
bistatic InSAR coherence measurements which include the volume decorre-
lation can be related to the forest height [65]. 
Relating forest parameters to TanDEM-X single-polarized InSAR coherence 
can be achieved by applying physical models or supervised semi-empirical and 
empirical methods [21, 68, 88, 89, 90, 91]. Common methods are InSAR 
coherence magnitude based [48, 68, 89] and phase-based approaches combined 
with an external DTM [21, 90, 91]. However, there are currently no operational 
services that use space-borne interferometric SAR data for forest height 
estimation due to the complexity of the modelling, environmental variability 
and also the consistency in the measurement accuracy compared to the in situ or 
LiDAR data. Nevertheless, the scientific community is making significant steps 
closer for retrieving forest structure from space-borne imaging radars and 
developing sophisticated algorithms and models. 
A number of studies have shown promising results with model-based 
methods for forest height retrieval in boreal [64, 67, 83, 92] and tropical [65, 
77, 80] sites. The majority of the studies are carried out over relatively small 
test sites and use in-situ auxiliary data, which are not practical for large-scale 
applications. The dependence of operational, model-based forest height 
estimation algorithms on external data should be reduced to a minimum to 
avoid input data with varying quality and availability. Simple models based on 
the availability of single-polarized interferometric coherence data could be a 
good starting point for robust and universal applications. 
The accuracy of height extraction from InSAR data is influenced by the forest 
related parameters such as extinction and contribution of ground scattering, 
which impact the coherence dynamics and vary depending on the imaging 
geometry and forest structure. Simplified inversion approaches allow data 
interpretation without the need for scarcely available fully polarimetric multi-
parameter measurements and a large number of unknown model variables. The 
robust approach described in [93, 94, 95, 96] is based on single-polarized 
interferometric coherence data and simple semi-empirical models that do not 
need additional a priori parameters. The described approach holds a strong 
potential for the development of feasible operational canopy height retrieval 
application. The proposed coherence models are capable of describing the 
dynamics of InSAR coherence magnitude observed over hemiboreal forests and 
perform equally well for forest height retrieval in coniferous and deciduous 
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forests [95, 96]. Research on this topic is of significant interest to a number of 
scientific groups and efforts are made to develop the first operational accurate 
forest height maps from space, which allow forest stand height derivation up to 
an accuracy of a few meters. The main challenge lies in developing reliable and 
robust models for comprehensive forest height inversion in varying seasonal 
and environmental conditions. 
 
 
1.2. Thesis objectives and progress of this work 
The objective of this thesis is to assess the impact of different variables affecting 
hemiboreal forest height estimation from space-borne X-band interferometric 
SAR coherence data. The work concentrates on assessing changes in coherence 
dynamics related to seasonal conditions, tree species and imaging properties 
using a large collection of interferometric SAR images from different seasons 
over a four-year period. 
The research was carried out using interferometric coherence magnitude, 
and aimed to demonstrate that similar height retrieval results can be achieved 
compared to commonly used phase-based approaches combined with external 
DTM or multi-polarimetric data, and to introduce simple models that can describe 
the forest height based on the availability of single-polarized interferometric 
coherence data. Applying several models and analysing the coherence dynamics 
over a large number of SAR images allowed the identification of the optimal 
conditions for hemiboreal forest height retrieval. 
Several studies were carried out over large hemiboreal forested sites in 
Estonia, using an extensive dataset of single-polarized interferometric SAR 
images to observe the relation between the interferometric SAR coherence 
magnitude and the forest parameters under variable conditions. The studies 
concentrate on describing the data acquired over different seasons and environ-
mental conditions, the impact of seasonal changes on the coherence dynamics 
and the stability of coherence magnitude data for wide area forest mapping. 
The aim of the first study [I] was to assess the correlation of single-pass X-
band SAR coherence magnitude and forest height using simple volume decorre-
lation analysis. The work demonstrates how the correlation of interferometric 
coherence and ALS-derived forest height varies for pine and deciduous tree 
species, for summer (leaf-on) and early spring (leaf-off) conditions and for 
flooded forest floor. However, there were notable deviations in the results caused 
by the temporal changes in the vegetation. Simple semi-empirical models were 
introduced to address the limitations of the regression model and to reduce the 
dependence of the height estimation accuracy on the imaging configuration and 
unknown empirical constants. 
To improve the understanding of the seasonal effects on the interferometric 
SAR data, the number of TanDEM-X images on the Soomaa test site was 
increased to cover all seasons [II]. The impact by the different imaging para-
meters were considered during the implementation of the simple semi-empirical 
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model, derived from Random Volume over Ground model. Using the above-
mentioned model, which contain one unknown parameter, it was possible to 
demonstrate the performance of forest stand height derivation during different 
seasons without a priori knowledge and remove the unknown empirical constants 
that are needed for regression model. The results of this study indicated that 
stable weather conditions and the use of a simple semi-empirical model allows 
to describe the coherence dynamics related to the height of coniferous and 
deciduous forests over all seasons. The most favourable conditions were found 
during low temperatures in winter when the relationship between coherence and 
forest height is easier to interpret than during summer conditions.  
The suitability of different model-based approaches for forest height 
extraction from InSAR data were assessed to address these different inversion 
scenarios [III]. The study was extended to cover over 2200 ha of forests and 
over 3000 forest stands that were analysed using the multi-temporal set of 19 
TanDEM-X interferometric image pairs. This is one of the largest datasets of 
SAR images from different seasons to be published for assessing the correlation 
between coherence magnitude and forest height. Models with different 
complexity levels were compared over boreal and deciduous forests in Estonia 
to demonstrate simpler mathematical models for describing the relationship 
between forest height and interferometric coherence. It was found that a simple 
semi-empirical modelling approach is capable of successfully describing the 
dynamics of InSAR coherence observed over hemiboreal forest, and is suitable 
for several forest types and for different seasonal conditions. 
Further study [IV] focused on developing tools for hemiboreal forest height 
estimation from single-polarized interferometric SAR measurements and 
introducing height relative to the height of ambiguity as a parameter in the 
model fitting. The performance of the proposed four coherence models was 
analysed for three main forest types over all seasons in the hemiboreal zone. 
It is one of the first scientific studies [IV] to demonstrate that the best 
argument for empirical models when relating coherence and forest parameters 
is the height relative to height of ambiguity (HoA), which should be used as a 
parameter in the model fitting. It was shown that all three models (linear, sinc-
function, RVoG) provide a good fit with the measurements and have potential 
for forest height retrieval from space-borne interferometric X-band SAR while 
requiring only one fitting parameter. Different behaviour for winter and summer 
images was observed, with the frozen condition providing a good fit with the 
models and generally being the most favourable condition for model inversion. 
This study established the basis for the simple semi-empirical modelling 
approach that allows successful description of the dynamics of InSAR 
coherence observed over hemiboreal forests. The results of the research make 
use of the only currently available database of bistatic space-borne SAR images 




2. INTERFEROMETRIC COHERENCE  
FOR FOREST HEIGHT RETRIEVAL 
2.1. Radar scattering mechanisms in forest 
The scattering of the radar signal is determined by the properties of the target, 
mainly by the surface roughness and dielectric properties of the medium, and by 
radar system imaging parameters, such as the wavelength, incidence angle and 
polarization. These imaging parameters determine how the wave interacts with 
canopies of different size and shape. Longer L-band (~27 cm) and P-band 
(~70 cm) wavelengths interact in the canopy primarily with the branches and 
the tree trunk as these scatterers have dimensions roughly in the same order 
with the wavelength. Shorter X-band (~3 cm) wavelengths interact with tree 
elements that have similar or larger dimensions and is therefore backscattered 
mostly from leaves, twigs, needles and smaller branches. This randomly 
distributed multiple scattering from foliage, defined as volume scattering, 
demonstrates the microwave radar sensitivity to the structure of the forest and 
the vertical distribution of the effective scatterers in the resolution cell [85]. 
Branches, leaves and tree trunks result in multiple scattering between 
elements and act as attenuators [27]. Different scattering mechanisms can be 
utilized with the polarimetric interferometric SAR (PolInSAR) technique by 
separating the effective phase centres of different scattering mechanisms to 
retrieve the parameters of the vertical structure of the forest [85]. In sparse 
forest, the signal is less attenuated and can reach the forest floor, resulting in a 
more significant ground reflection contribution. This effect can become even 
more significant in deciduous forests, during the leaf-off period. Studies with 
the X-band signal have demonstrated that penetration to the mixed deciduous 
forest during leaf-off period increases contribution from the trunk-ground 
interaction and the scattering from the flooded forest floor has a strong impact 
even for the short wavelength signal return [99, 100]. 
The environmental parameters that contribute to the backscattering from the 
canopy are mainly related to the water content in the canopy which has strong 
effect on the dielectric properties of the object. Therefore, the leaf water content 
and possible coverage with water drops affects the crown contribution to total 
backscatter [101]. The moisture parameters in a tree are determined by the 
content of liquid water that depends on the availability of water from the soil, 
seasonal conditions (snow cover) and also on the temperature [102]. With high 
leaf water content, the direct crown scattering contribution dominates and with 
low leaf water content the ground reflection and trunk scattering terms become 
more significant [101]. Freezing conditions can decrease the amount of liquid 
water in a tree and reduce the attenuation of the SAR signal in the canopy 
[103]. Even at temperatures of –15°C, more than 25% of the water in the wood 
cell wall of different tree species has been found to be liquid, making it 
potentially transportable at temperatures well below 0°C [104]. Dry or frozen 
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conditions therefore allow deeper penetration of the SAR signal in the canopy 
and as a consequence weather conditions are important to consider when 
analysing the extinction of the microwave in the random volume [103, 105, 106]. 
The penetration depth and rate of attenuation in the canopy is mainly 
affected by the amount of moisture present, but varies also with different tree 
species and depends on the presence of understory layers [103]. Leaf-off and 
dry period in deciduous forests allows radar beam to penetrate deeper into the 
vegetation as it is less attenuated by the leaves [92, 107]. The ground surface of 
a forest is a horizontally oriented scatterer and results in a different polarimetric 
response compared to a volume scatterer such as randomly oriented forest 
canopy cover [108]. Therefore, the choice of transmit and receive polarization 
of the scattered waves can influence forest height estimation when using single-
polarized data as the VV polarization has been found more suitable for flooded 
forest floors and wet conditions due to lower ground scattering contribution 
compared to HH polarization as demonstrated in Publication I and II and in 
[99, 100, 109]. 
 
 
2.2. Interferometric SAR measurements of forests 
SAR Interferometry (InSAR) is a well-established and powerful radar remote 
sensing technique for generating high-resolution topographic maps and retrieving 
ground displacement information. Interferometry is based on the coherent 
combination of two radar images, allowing the retrieval of additional infor-
mation by exploiting the phase differences of the SAR signals [75].  
Depending on the application, the images are acquired under slightly different 
orbit positions or from the same orbit position but at different times. Simul-
taneous image acquisition from two different look angles is especially bene-
ficial for forest height estimation purposes as it causes the interferometric 
coherence to decrease with increasing volume height due to the changes in the 
vertical scatterer arrangement [110]. The initial information about the forest 
volume and tree height can therefore be estimated from interferometric cohe-
rence as the random volume affects both interferometric phase and coherence. 
Additional properties such as penetration depth and the extinction of the radar 
wave in the medium can also be estimated from coherence [111]. 




Figure 2.1. Bistatic configuration for across-track interferometry over forest canopy, 
where ℎ 	is volume height,  is the satellite orbit height, 0 represents the ground 
topography,  is look angle and  is incidence angle. The two satellites are separated 
by the interferometric baseline  and the perpendicular baseline 	to the line of sight. 
The corresponding signals  and  observe the object with the range to the target . 
 
 
The complex correlation coefficient, also known as interferometric coherence , 
is a measure of the degree of similarity between the two complex SAR 
measurements [85]. Coherence is defined as the normalized complex cross-
correlation between the two signals,  and : 
 = 〈 ∗〉〈 ∗〉〈 ∗〉 , 0 ≤ | | ≤ 1 (2.1) 
 
where * denotes complex conjugation, |… | the magnitude of complex value and 〈⋯ 〉 an average over the ensemble of pixels, typically selected by a sliding 
window of size (azimuth	×	range) in a single look complex (SLC) image. The 
magnitude of the complex coherence, which ranges from 0 to 1, is proportional 
to scatterer randomness and related to phase noise [75]. Therefore, the 
estimation accuracy of the interferometric phase is directly related to the loss in 
coherence, where | | < 1 occurs due to the decorrelation effects such as 
different orbits and baselines, thermal noise, volume scattering and temporal 
variations [86]. 
The reduced phase accuracy of the master and slave SAR images can be a 
result of several contributing factors and is commonly formulated as a 
composition of four dominating decorrelation processes [85, 112, 113, 114]: 
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= ∙ ∙ ∙  (2.2) 
 
where 	is coherence loss due to the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of the data, 
a measure of image quality and additive system noise,  shows the volume 
decorrelation caused by the different distribution of the vertical scatterers in a 
resolution cell,  stands for decorrelation caused by the changes in the 
observed target over time and  describes coherence decrease caused by the 
measurement system quantization, ambiguities and the relative shift of the 
Doppler spectra and baseline [115]. Coherence  can effectively be used for 
forest height estimation after the necessary corrections are carried out. 
In this research, data were acquired using the TanDEM-X satellite pair that 
operates with one transmitting antenna and two receiving antennas [87]. 
Therefore, the temporal scene decorrelation can be neglected and = 1 as 
the bistatic configuration of two antennas provides simultaneous measurements 
of the same scene [87, 116]. 
The additive noise decorrelation  caused by the antenna pattern 
variations of the two interferometric channels can be calculated from the signal-
to-noise ratio (SNR) as a ratio between the backscattering coefficient sigma 
nought σ0 and the corresponding noise equivalent sigma zero (NESZ) pattern 
[117]. According to [65] the mean noise decorrelation remains relatively small, 
around 0.95 for the HH channel and 0.93 for the VV channel. 
The spectral decorrelation appears when the vertical distribution of 
scatterers inside the resolution cell changes and results in the so-called volume 
decorrelation . This is a result of different projection of the vertical 
components of the scatterers into the interferometric images and cannot be 
removed through spectral filtering [118]. Volume introduced decorrelation 
without the ground contribution can be mathematically expressed and modelled 
as [84, 110, 119]: 
 
= 2 ′cos ′ ′2 ′cos ′  (2.3) 
 
where  stands for the mean extinction coefficient of the random volume layer, 	is the vertical wavenumber,  as the mean incidence angle between two 
satellites, z’ the variable for vertical dimension and ℎ  thickness of the volume 
layer [84]. 
Volume decorrelation can be considered as the key parameter for forest 
height retrieval because of its direct sensitivity to distribution of vertical 
scatterers within the forest volume that the radar wave passes [108,120]. In the 
case of a non-zero effective baseline the interferometric images are acquired at 
different angles as depicted in Figure 2.1. Consequently, the pixels in the range 
direction correspond to different layers of forest, resulting in different 
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amplitude and phase of the resolution cell [121]. The greater the angular 
difference of the InSAR image pair, the more the forest layers corresponding to 
the pixels differ with each other. This is the main cause for baseline-dependent 
coherence loss in a semi-transparent medium. This relationship means that the 
volume decorrelation decreases the coherence [114].  
Moreover, 	is dependent on the length of the baseline between two 
antennas and the varying incidence angles change the length of the radar signal 
path through the canopy (as demonstrated also in Figure 2.1). As a result, the 
signal will pass through different forest structures making  a measure of 
decorrelation over vegetated areas. Increasing the perpendicular across-track 
baseline will improve the sensitivity of the radar interferometer to height 
differences and thus improves the vegetation classification [118], whereas a 
shorter baseline limits the sensitivity to forest height variation but results in a 
higher level of coherence [65]. Furthermore, there are additional limits such as 
the critical baseline length for which the two signals become completely 
decorrelated or when a large baseline leads to ambiguities (by integer multiples 
of 2π) in the phase-to-height conversion [118]. 
It has been demonstrated with success that even the short wavelength  
X-band (3.1 cm) SAR signal can penetrate the vegetation, although caution 
must be taken as the result may also be influenced by the density and moisture 
content of the volume layer [91, 109]. Forest height can be estimated using the 
interferometric SAR analysis, either based on the coherence magnitude [68, 89], 
phase combined with an external digital terrain model DTM [21, 90, 91] or their 
combinations [82]. 
Radar imaging geometry is described by the effective vertical inter-
ferometric wavenumber  and for a bistatic measurement can be approximated 
as a function of the radar wavelength  and the incidence angle : 
 = 2 ∆sin ≈ 2sin  (2.4) 
 
where  is the effective perpendicular baseline to the line of sight,  stands for 
the range to the target and ∆  is the angular separation of the acquisitions in 
the direction of the resolution cell [65]. The vertical wavenumber can also be 
expressed as the height of ambiguity (HoA). For the bistatic case the height of 
ambiguity is the height difference corresponding to a complete 2π cycle of the 
interferometric phase and provides information about the phase-to-height 
sensitivity in the interferogram [116]. The height of ambiguity (HoA) of the 
interferometric image pair can expressed as: 




2.3. Modelling SAR coherence for forest 
The relation between the InSAR coherence and forest height can be described 
using empirical or semi-empirical supervised methods. For example, promising 
results have been achieved using linear regression [68, 88, 89, 90], non-linear 
regression [89, 90, 91] and non-parametric models [21].  
One commonly used approach for retrieving forest parameters is imple-
menting the Random Volume over Ground model (RVoG) [48, 65, 83, 110, 
121] which requires a multi-polarimetric dataset or an additional input para-
meter such as a Digital Elevation Model (DEM) for successful height inversion 
[122]. The majority of approaches to estimate forest height from interferometric 
SAR are based on using the phase centre height and coherence and require 
either multi-polarimetric data and/or an external DTM [65, 83, 103]. However, 
such data is not widely and consistently available. Furthermore, forest is a very 
complex medium and the characterization of the forest should be simplified for 
modelling purposes [123]. The lack of independent measurements and high 
non-linearity of the model create a further necessity to use simpler models for 
forest parameter inversion.  
Recent works [64, 98] and Publications I, II, III, IV demonstrate that there 
is also the possibility to achieve similar height retrieval results by using simply 
interferometric coherence magnitude without the requirement for any additional 
parameters. Simpler models, derived from the RVoG model, provide effective 
inversion with physical background, making it advantageous over regression 
models, which require training data.  
 
 
2.3.1. The Random Volume over Ground model 
Retrieval of the physical parameters from the interferometric data requires a 
model, which is able to relate the randomly oriented vegetation layer and 
ground parameters to the measured parameters [119]. The Random Volume 
over Ground (RVoG) is a simple model for describing the homogenous 
randomly oriented layer over ground topography  and can be expressed by 
[119, 124, 125]: 
 = +1 +  (2.6) 
 
where the modelled complex interferometric coherence  is a function of 
polarization . The scattering model connects the effective ground-to-volume 
amplitude ratio , the volume-only complex coherence  and the ground 
topography related phase .  
Although the RVoG model allows deriving forest height directly from 
InSAR coherence, it also requires solving for four unknown parameters which 
in turn requires a minimum of two independent complex measurements. The 
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problem can be solved with fully polarimetric data or, in its absence, also with 
partially polarized data. However, dual-polarized or single-polarized data needs 
to be supported with auxiliary data or with assumptions about the forest 
attenuation properties [65, 83]. Some of the commonly used methods to assist 
the inversion are use of a digital terrain model (DTM) for locating the ground 
surface, determining phase centre height location or signal extinction in the 
canopy, or presuming there is no ground scattering contribution to the 
measurements [65, 77, 83, 84]. 
 
 
2.3.2. Simplified coherence models for forests 
As described above, the interferometric coherence can be connected to forest 
height by using other key properties of the canopy layer by the RVoG model, 
which is a function of volume height, topographic phase, extinction coefficient 
and contribution of ground scattering [83]. However, the complexity of the 
RVoG model hinders its applicability for operational forest height estimation, 
hence regression or simplified RVoG models are more practical choices. 
Further reasoning is that the availability of multi-polarized data, which would 
be essential for the RVoG model inversion, is very limited and this gives the 
advantage to semi-empirical models that also work with single-polarized data.  
The regression analysis lacks in physical background and contains totally 
unknown empirical constants, which is why the simplified semi-empirical 
models have an advantage in describing inversion in different height retrieval 
scenarios (Publication IV). Functions derived from the RVoG model include 
physical interpretation and have an advantage for different inversion scenarios 
due to their theoretical background. By introducing simple semi-empirical 
models, it is possible to make use of the currently available single-polarized 
bistatic TanDEM-X dataset and retain a sufficient number of parameters for 
model inversion. 
A simple linear approximation for the coherence magnitude and height 
relation can be constructed when simplifying the RVoG model to the extreme 
(Publication IV). The linear model is often used as the first step to describe the 
relation between forest height and InSAR coherence. The linear relationship can 
be derived from the RVoG model (Eq. 2.6) and can be written as: 
 = 1 − ℎ  (2.7) 
 
where  is the interferometric phase on the ground,	ℎ	stands for forest volume 
thickness (height) and HoA is the height of ambiguity. In Eq. 2.7 and in all 
semi-empirical models derived from the RVoG model the ALS-measured forest 
height ℎ is referred to as being the same measure as the volume thickness ℎ  in 
the RVoG model (Eq. 2.6). As defined in [95],  is a relative height of the 
volume layer related to distance between the interferometric fringes (fringe-
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height-normalized). As a dimensionless parameter, it sets up a comparable 
reference for volume induced coherence and allows use of the same function for 
describing measurements with different baselines. 
However, linear models are often oversimplified for describing the site 
details and the interferometric SAR data. The interferometric coherence magni-
tude and tree height relationship can be described with a sinc-function, derived 
from the RVoG model, along with an assumption about the low attenuation and 
absence of the ground contribution. The sinc model can be derived when substi-
tuting the simplified volume decorrelation function (as shown in Publication 
IV) into the RVoG model (Eq. 2.6) and assuming zero ground contribution: 
 | | = ℎ  (2.8) 
 
This sinc model is useful for coherence magnitude based inversion as demon-
strated in [83] and Publications I, II, III and IV. However, more complex 
models are more accurate as they take into account also the ground contribution 
and the signal extinction in the forest volume or when the inversion requires the 
interferometric phase. 
The basic dependencies of the forest height from the interferometric 
coherence and imaging parameters can be described by introducing additional 
parameters for the derived simplifications of the RVoG model. The simplified 
semi-empirical models that were constructed using empirical parameters , 
 and  for potential forest height retrieval in the framework of this 
research are: 
 | | = 1 − ℎ  (2.9) 
 | | = 0.95 ∙ ℎ  (2.10) 
 | | = 1 − . ℎ 2.4 − 1 1 + 0.95 (2.11) 
 
Here, the linear model (Eq. 2.9) is based on Eq 2.7, the sinc model comes from 
Eq. 2.8 and the 0ext (Eq. 2.11) model is a result of combining the RVoG model 
(Eq. 2.6) with volume scattering model simplification (Eq. 7 in Publication IV) 
where the extinction parameter  approaches zero and the profile function (Eq. 
2.3) is assumed to be constant instead of being exponential. An additional 
constant of 0.95 is added in the Eqs. 2.10 and 2.11. This value is based on the 
results of 0ext model fit to the entire dataset in Publication IV and allows 
adjusting the model shape to match the majority of the data. The various 
decorrelation sources that typically reduce the coherence maximum below 1 are 
the thermal noise and the non-overlapping spectra due to the differences in 
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incidence angles of the two TDX system satellites [65]. Moreover, these three 
models do not contain additional dependency on the baseline as the h/HoA 
argument is used.  
The essential dependencies between the interferometric coherence, forest 
height and imaging properties can be characterized successfully with the 
simplified coherence models derived from the RVoG model. The derived semi-
empirical models are useful considering that the fully polarimetric data and 
therefore the number of independent measurements is not always widely 
available. Moreover, the simplified models are a practical choice for describing 
the dynamics of InSAR coherence over large areas and possibly also for 




3. SEASONAL AND ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS  
IN FOREST HEIGHT ESTIMATION 
[Publications I and II] 
3.1. Study area and data 
For operational applications it is crucial to assure the stability and performance of 
the height retrieval models under different seasonal and environmental conditions 
and with varying imaging geometry. Although it is known that the dielectric 
properties of the forest medium affect the way SAR microwaves penetrates the 
vegetation, the impact of weather conditions on the model-based inversion of 
forest height has been studied to a very limited extent. In addition, the influence 
of different tree species on canopy height estimation using interferometric 
coherence magnitude has received little attention in the available literature. This 
research gives the first insight into these questions by analysing an extensive 
dataset of 23 TanDEM-X images (Table 3.1), acquired over hemiboreal forests of 
Estonia. Accompanied with the Airborne Lidar Scanning (ALS) based forest 
height maps, 840 stands covering 2291 ha of forests were analysed over three test 
sites (Figure 3.1). Hemiboreal forests represent a transitional zone between the 
boreal coniferous and temperate broadleaved deciduous forest and cover most of 
Estonia, often being diverse in its structure and composition [126]. 
The TanDEM-X Coregistered Single look Slant range Complex (CoSSC) 
product was processed for coherence magnitude calculation and compared to 
the 90th percentile (P90) forest height maps derived from airborne LiDAR 
scanning. Forest stands were divided into three groups by the dominant tree 
species (pine, spruce, mixed deciduous) based on the information from the 
forest inventory database [126]. The data were analysed stand-wise using a 
stand border map [127] with statistics calculated for each stand. This was 
followed by the object-based comparison of corresponding mean coherence 
magnitude and mean ALS forest height (Figure 3.2). The data from the Rannu 
and Soomaa test sites were used for initial regression models, and the data from 
the Peipsiveere and Soomaa TanDEM-X images for comparing different 
coherence models and describing the dynamics of InSAR coherence observed 

































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Figure 3.1. Locations of the Soomaa, Peipsiveere and Rannu test sites in southern 
Estonia. The map shows three forest classes according to the forest type. 
 
 
3.2. Seasonal dynamics 
3.2.1. Impact of temperature and water content  
changes on coherence 
SAR systems are widely used for Earth Observation (EO) applications, in a 
large part due to their almost all-weather imaging capability. However, the 
water content influences the InSAR phase height in the vegetation as SAR is 
sensitive to total water amount and its distribution. Several studies have demon-
strated that X-band SAR is subject to environmental influence such as pre-
cipitation, temperature change, frost and moisture [92, 103, 107] and that this 
variation should be included in the model analysis [66]. While wet conditions 
(rain, dew, melting snow) will increase the attenuation of the microwaves 
through the canopy, freezing does the opposite [103]. This effect was to some 
extent also observed in this research (Publications I, II, III, IV). Therefore, 
weather impact on the coherence data must be taken into account to ensure 
well-performing height retrieval models. 
Besides the weather-induced influence on the signal penetration into the 
canopy [122], the deciduous trees result in higher temporal variations than 
coniferous forests due to the changing leaf-on and leaf-off conditions [65, 83, 
29 
92]. The large dataset of TanDEM-X images acquired over Estonia covers the 
climatic conditions throughout the year, providing the opportunity to analyse 
seasonal effects on coherence images.  
During unvarying weather conditions, it has been found that the temporal 
stability of InSAR phase scattering centre height above the ground remains 
stable across summer to autumn images in coniferous forests [103, 128]. On the 
other hand, the sensitivity of SAR to water influences the signal penetration 
capabilities [65] and the wet condition can consequently introduce large 
variations. It was also observed in Publication IV that the differences in 
coherence dynamics were reduced during below-zero temperatures, when 
according to [103, 104], the majority of the liquid water is removed, resulting in 
deeper penetration of the microwave signals into the forest canopy. The 
example of this effect can be seen in Figure 3.2, where the winter image from 4 
January 2011 (a) displays lower coherence compared to the autumn image from 
9 September 2011 (c). As cold winter conditions seem to provide similar 
extinction properties and electrophysical parameters among similar forest types, 




Figure 3.2. TanDEM-X coherence images from 4 Jan 2011 (a), taken with –5.2 C° and 
9 Sept 2011 (c), taken with –13.7 C° are compared to corresponding LiDAR P90 forest 
height image from 29 June 2010 (b) and orthophoto (d) from 1 June 2011 [129]. The 
yellow polygons represent forest stands over a 3.5 × 3.5 km area, a subsection of 
Peipsiveere test site. 
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As also presented in Publication IV, below the freezing point temperatures on 
the day of the image acquisition (e.g. scenes from 04-Jan-2011, 03-Mar-2012, 
08-Mar-2012, 14-Mar-2012, 25-Mar-2012) provide the best fit for coherence 
models as forest parameter estimation requires certain technical and preferably 
dry seasonal conditions, either frozen or unfrozen [103]. However, as proposed 
in Publication IV, the most favourable conditions for model inversion from 
single-polarized X-band data are achieved as a combination of HoA twice the 
height of the forest stand and below zero temperatures.  
 
 
3.2.2. Effects of foliage seasonal variation on coherence 
Correlation coefficients (r2) and standard deviations (std) were calculated for all 
the plots on the spring (leaf-off) and summer (leaf-on) images over Rannu test 
site and are presented in Publication I. Temporal variability of TanDEM-X 
interferometric measurements showed larger fluctuations in the standard 
deviation of deciduous trees during leaf-on period (Figure 3.3) ranging from 
2.22 m to 3.16 m. During leaf-off period, the deciduous trees show a smaller 
deviation of 1.34 m to 1.78 m. It was found in Publication I that forest height 
estimation provides highest correlation coefficients for pine forests. However, 
when using a semi-empirical coherence model for fitting the data, the 
differences between the tree species and seasonal changes become minor. 
 
 
Figure 3.3. Comparison of mixed deciduous forests leaf-off conditions from 19 April 
2013 (light and dark blue dots) and leaf-on conditions from 13 June 2013 (red and 
orange dots) on Rannu test site. The sinc (fitted) model shows best fit for the deciduous 
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3.2.3. Effect of flooded forest floors on coherence 
Previous studies have demonstrated that flooded forest floors can strongly affect 
the SAR signal that penetrates the forests [130]. Even the short wavelength  
X-band SAR is sensitive to the water on the ground when the conditions are 
suitable, e.g. during leaf-off season in deciduous or mixed forests or over areas 
with lower and thinner forest canopy [99, 100]. 
Three images were acquired during leaf-off conditions in spring 2012 over 
Soomaa test site to study the effect of flooded forest floors on the coherence. 
Correlation coefficients (r2) and standard deviations (std) were calculated for the 
plots on the three images from March 2012. An increase in the standard 
deviation of deciduous plots was observed during the flooding of the rivers in 
the Pärnu River basin (Halliste, Raudna, and Lemmjõgi). The surrounding 
forested areas were flooded as a consequence of the river water level rising 
from 80 cm to 373 cm from the snowmelt water [131]. Standard deviation 
increased from 1.71 to 3.39 m in HH-polarized image while the change in VV-
polarized image was only from 1.43 to 2.10 m, showing that X-band SAR 
signal can successfully penetrate the forest during leaf-off conditions and was, 
in this case, reflected from the ground. The VV polarization contained less 
ground scattering contribution compared to HH polarization as also noted in 
[109], particularly during leaf-off period and is therefore also less sensitive to 
floods. Consequently, wet and flooded forest floor conditions have smaller 
effect on the forest height estimation accuracy with the VV channel than the HH 
channel as shown in Publication I and in [99, 100], therefore VV polarization 





Figure 3.4. The sinc model shows a good alignment with the leaf-off temperate 
broadleaf deciduous forests (TBDF) on 3 March 2012 image, whereas the effect of 
flooding can be clearly seen on 25 March 2012 image. VV channel (red dots) contains 
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4. CHARACTERIZATION OF HEMIBOREAL  
FORESTS USING INSAR COHERENCE MODELS  
[Publications III and IV] 
4.1. Stand height relative to Height of Ambiguity 
The additional reliance of the linear, sinc and 0ext model shapes on the baseline 
can be disregarded when considering the use of the h/HoA argument. Using 
h/HoA in the empirical models and plotting h/HoA values against the coherence 
magnitude will also reduce the impact of imaging configuration in relation to 
the actual forest height information. However, for the RVoG model h/HoA 
produces a different curve for every baseline, as the relation between the HoA 
and model shape is more complex.  
The impact of the h/HoA argument on the relation between the coherence 
magnitude and ALS forest height is demonstrated in Figure 4.1 where 19 
TanDEM-X (TDX) image pairs and 3787 forest stands have been analysed over 
different seasonal conditions, forest types and baseline configurations.  
 
 
4.2. Performance of the interferometric  
coherence models 
The proposed four coherence models (Eqs. 2.6, 2.9, 2.10, 2.11) were fitted to 
the individual interferometric scenes of hemiboreal forests acquired across a 
variety of seasonal and environmental conditions. A selection of the results is 
given as graphs in Figure 4.2, where the fit of four models across all stands and 
 
 
Figure 4.1. On the left (a) the TanDEM-X coherence amplitude is plotted against 
Airborne LiDAR Scanned (ALS) forest height for the 19 image pairs. On the right 
(b) the coherence magnitude is compared to ALS forest height divided by HoA (Eq. 2.5) 
values showing the benefit of using h/HoA as an argument. The colours represent how 
many coherence/stand height pairs fall into the value range (Publication IV). 
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InSAR scenes is presented over the Soomaa and Peipsiveere test sites by using 
the ALS measured forest stand height as an argument. 
It was found that in general, all forest scenes resulted in similar behaviour in 
respect to the measured coherence in h/HoA coordinates, particularly in the 
coherence range of 0.4–0.9. The scenes from 04-Jan-2011, 03-Mar-2012,  
08-Mar-2012, 14-Mar-2012, 25-Mar-2012 showed even higher correlation, 
reaching the lowest section of the coherence values (0.2). In the low coherence 
areas, RVoG and 0ext model successfully described the variations in attenuation 
and ground reflection, whereas the sinc model showed less flexibility.  
Moreover, the models result in similar fit for the h/HoA values larger than 
0.2 and smaller than 0.6. The largest differences occur in the high coherence 
magnitude value area of >0.9 where the linear model tends to perform inade-
quately. The best performance is provided by the 0ext and the RVoG models, 
while the linear model agrees well with the majority of the data except for the 
“tail” (coherence rising with increasing tree height starting at certain level) 
scenario and also for the very low (< 0.2) and very high (> 0.9) coherence 
magnitude values, which is also revealed in the graphs in Figure 4.2. Also, the 
sinc model is problematic in the region where stand height is close to the HoA. 
In particular, the variations in the ground contribution tend to scatter the data 
and result in a “tail” scenario for the RVoG model. This is a result of the 
incapability of the model in describing the increase of coherence magnitude in 
response to the increasing h/HoA when reaching intermediate values (e.g.  
30-March-2012 scene in Figure 4.2). Although the RVoG model adapts the best 
for a variety of cases, it can exhibit high sensitivity for smaller changes in 
coherence magnitude, which is not always favourable. The 0ext model has 
proven to be robust and can in certain conditions even outperform the RVoG 
model, e.g. in the low coherence region. Nevertheless, the RVoG model provides 
the best fit for the increasing coherence and h/HoA values, demonstrated in the 
30-March-2012 scene in Figure 4.2. A single parameter model is preferred for 
large scale operational applications, where information about model parameters 
















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Figure 4.2. A selection of eleven different TanDEM-X InSAR scenes over the Soomaa 
and Peipsiveere test sites for showing the fit of four different models (Eqs. 2.6, 2.9, 
2.10, 2.11) to coherence and ALS values for different tree species. The dominant tree 
species with the proportion >75% in the main tree layer are divided into pine stands 
(red), spruce stands (green) and deciduous stands (blue). Within the brackets is the 
goodness of fit parameter (RMSD).  
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4.3. Effect of tree species on the fit 
Different tree species exhibit varying density and stratification properties and 
thus influence also the penetration, the extinction and the ground reflectivity 
values of the SAR signal. In Publication IV it was found that the dominant tree 
species have an observable effect on the model parameters, however, the 
differences between different scenes and acquisition dates are larger than the 
tree species-related differences. Overall, the differences between tree species 
were found to be small. 
The best agreement with the models was achieved for the Scots pine stands 
with a possible explanation of the highest similarity between different stands on 
one scene. Furthermore, the smaller sample of spruce and deciduous dominated 
stands resulted in larger variability in most of the parameters.  
The goodness of fit for four models over all forest stands and InSAR scenes 
is presented in Figure 4.3 and calculated as the root-mean-square deviation 
between the measured ( ) and modelled ( ) coherence magnitude (Publi-
cation IV) for N number of examined stands: 
 = ∑ − (4.1) 
 
The darker bars represent the histograms for the scenes with HoA approxi-
mately twice as large as the highest stand height (04-Jan-2011, 03-Mar-2012, 
08-Mar-2012, 14-Mar-2012, and 25-Mar-2012) and also demonstrate the posi-
tive outcome of the below zero weather conditions in winter scenes. Freezing 
conditions result in a more stable environment and thus a smaller variability in 
the SAR measurements, which also supports the previously made assumption of 
the similarity of attenuation properties. 
Figure 4.3 demonstrates the improved performance by the 0ext and the 
RVoG models compared to the linear and sinc models, especially for the pine 
stands. Although linear model agrees well with most of the data, it lacks in 
describing the low coherence magnitude areas and also the very high coherence 
areas. Additionally, both linear and sinc models have problems with the 
increasing coherence magnitude in response to the increasing h/HoA, where the 
RVoG model outperforms all other models. The sinc model performs similarly 
to the linear model, while having the biggest difficulties describing the forest 





4.4. Model fitting dynamics related to the baseline 
The performance of a coherence models and the goodness of fit is also influenced 
by the selection of the perpendicular baseline, which affects the vertical wave-
number [65]. Figure 4.4 demonstrates the dependence of the coherence model 
RMSD on the height of ambiguity. The significance of the impact of HoA on 
the goodness of fit is particularly visible between the linear and sinc model fitting 
errors, mainly as a result of the poor adaption to the “tail” scenario. While the 
linear and sinc models cannot account for ground contribution and assume zero 
coherence on the ground, the RVoG and 0ext model adapt well to variations in 
attenuation and ground reflection as demonstrated in Publication IV. 
In addition to the visible impact of the HoA on the model agreement with the 
measurements, the scenes with HoA approximately twice the stand height are 
 
Figure 4.3. Goodness of fit for the linear, sinc, 0ext and RVoG models (Eqs. 2.9, 2.10, 
2.11, 2.6 respectively) for pine, spruce and deciduous forests. The Root Mean Square 
Difference (RMSD) is between the measured coherence magnitude and model predicted 
coherence (Publication IV). 
  





























































































































































































set out as the most favourable for forest height inversion. Ideally, the HoA 
should be a compromise between different errors that are introduced with either 
too large or too small HoA values. HoA should be large enough to avoid height 
ambiguities and small enough to allow broad coherence dynamics. This is in 
line with observations in [103], where the optimal HoA for 30 m spruce forest is 
in the range of 20–50 m, allowing large coherence dynamics and trade-off 




4.5. Comparison of the models 
The four coherence models that were selected to describe the interferometric 
coherence magnitude of forest vegetation layer provide promising results for 
future forest height retrieval applications. Stable performance is achieved with 
each of the models over a variety of seasonal conditions and imaging properties, 
but with certain limitations. In addition, it was found that the models are suitable 
for describing both positive and negative correlation between the coherence 
magnitude and forest height. The “tail” scenario of the positive correlation is 
found in the area where the stand height was reaching the HoA values. 
High coherence areas become a restraint to the single-parameter linear model, 
introducing biases. Furthermore, with the stand height close to the HoA, both 
linear and sinc model have difficulties in describing the low coherence areas. The 
slightly more complex two-parameter RVoG model allows to overcome some of 
the issues, but can introduce further complications in terms of invertability [84] 
and thus suitability for operational forest height estimation applications. 
It was also found that the variations between the stands of the same 
dominant tree species on one image are smaller than the deviation between the 
same stands on different imaging dates. Furthermore, frozen conditions at the 
time of the image acquisition result in comparable electrophysical parameters 
and in turn allow to describe different forest stands by a single parameter 
defined empirical model curve. For operational applications, auxiliary data 
layers of the tree species should be integrated for increasing the reliability of the 
coherence models. Stable weather and environmental conditions, and HoA in 
the limits twice as large as expected maximal forest height, should be preferred.  
 
 
Figure 4.4. Dependence of the model fitting error on HoA for four different coherence 
models. Red asterisks stand for pine, green for spruce and blue for deciduous stands 
(Publication IV). 

















































5. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 
This work investigates the applicability and performance of the space-borne 
interferometric X-band SAR coherence data for forest height retrieval over 
hemiboreal forests through assessment of the impact of seasonal conditions, tree 
species and imaging parameters on the interferometric coherence dynamics.  
The studies were carried out over three test sites (Soomaa, Rannu and 
Peipsiveere) using the extensive multi-temporal dataset of 23 TanDEM-X 
images acquired over Estonia, covering 840 stands over 2291 hectares of 
forests. The bistatic single-pass coherence magnitude data was compared to 
Airborne Lidar Scanning (ALS)-measured forest stand heights for initial 
regression analysis and then compared with the coherence models. Correlation 
was found between interferometric coherence magnitude and ALS-measured 
forest stand heights across a variety of seasonal and environmental conditions, 
in deciduous and coniferous forests.  
This study also provides insight into model fitting and describes the optimal 
conditions for large scale forest height retrieval. The Random Volume over 
Ground (RVoG) model and three semi-empirical coherence models were 
assessed for relating forest height to bistatic SAR coherence magnitude data and 
for assessing model performance under various conditions. The generally 
limited access to auxiliary forest data and, most importantly, fully polarimetric 
bistatic SAR data, restricts the applicability of the models on a global scale. As 
TanDEM-X is at present the only operational bistatic mission in space, appli-
cations are currently restricted to the routinely available single- or dual-
polarized data. It was shown that applying the simple semi-empirical models 
provides the robustness of the height retrieval approach without the need for any 
additional reference data and a priori parameters.  
The impact of temporal variability, imaging geometry and changing environ-
mental conditions on the TanDEM-X interferometric measurements were 
investigated, along with the changes in the model dynamics for assessing the 
feasibility of the single-pass X-band bistatic SAR interferometric data for forest 
height retrieval. The preferable setting included dry conditions with below zero 
temperatures and a height of ambiguity of approximately twice the height of the 
forest stand height. The results confirm that given suitable and stable acquisition 
conditions and using fixed parameter values, there is potential for deriving 
forest stand height with an accuracy suitable for a wide range of applications. 
Simple models with suitable conditions demonstrated a feasible way for 
successful estimation of forest height or forest extinction properties via model 
inversion using single-polarized X-band data. 
The potential of deriving large-scale forest height data using single-pass 
single-polarized interferometric space-borne X-band SAR coherence data was 
demonstrated using simple empirical and semi-empirical models. The simple 
linear model, sinc model, and zero extinction 0ext model require only one fitting 
parameter and provide a simple and robust approach for describing the relation-
42 
ship between forest height and interferometric coherence magnitude. Applying 
coherence magnitude and simplified RVoG models allowed assessment of the 
performance of forest height retrieval without the need for external digital 
terrain models or fully polarimetric SAR data. This approach holds a strong 
potential for feasible operational canopy height retrieval applications. 
Future work could concentrate on developing applications for operational 
forest height retrieval, by demonstrating and applying forest height inversion 
based on the proposed semi-empirical models. This should allow for a fuller 
realisation of the potential of space-borne radar interferometer and for creating 
up-to-date, accurate and global forest height maps through simple and robust 
coherence models. In preparation for wide-area operational services, research 
could be carried out on using a grid-level approach instead of stand-level height 
retrieval. Furthermore, deriving forest above-ground biomass (AGB) from the 
InSAR coherence magnitude data using the species-specific allometric relations 
and biomass inversion models would provide important input to reducing the 
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This thesis presents research in the field of radar remote sensing and contributes 
to the forest monitoring application development using space-borne synthetic 
aperture radar (SAR). Satellite data is particularly useful for large-scale forestry 
applications making high revisit monitoring of the state of forests worldwide 
possible. The sensitivity of SAR to the dielectric and geometrical properties of 
the targets, penetration capacity and coherent imaging properties make it a 
unique tool for mapping and monitoring forest biomes. SAR satellites are also 
capable of retrieving additional information about the structure of the forest, 
tree height and biomass estimates as an essential input for monitoring the 
changes in the carbon stocks.  
Interferometric SAR (InSAR) is an advanced SAR imaging technique that 
allows the retrieval of forest parameters while working in nearly all weather 
conditions, independently of daylight and cloud cover. This research concen-
trates on assessing the impact of different variables affecting hemiboreal forest 
height estimation from space-borne X-band interferometric SAR coherence 
data. In particular, the research analyses the changes in coherence dynamics 
related to seasonal conditions, tree species and imaging properties using a large 
collection of interferometric SAR images from different seasons over a four-
year period. 
The study is carried out over three test sites in Estonia using the extensive 
multi-temporal dataset of 23 TanDEM-X images, covering 2291 hectares of 
forests to describe the relation between the interferometric SAR coherence mag-
nitude and forest parameters. The work demonstrates how the correlation of 
interferometric coherence and Airborne LiDAR Scanning (ALS)-derived forest 
height varies for pine and deciduous tree species, for summer (leaf-on) and 
winter (leaf-off) conditions and for flooded forest floor. A simple semi-
empirical modelling approach is proposed as being suitable for wide area forest 
mapping with limited a priori information under a range of seasonal and 
environmental conditions. A Random Volume over Ground (RVoG) model and 
three semi-empirical models are compared and validated against a large dataset 
of coherence magnitude and ALS-measured data over hemiboreal forests in 
Estonia.  
The results show that all proposed models perform well in describing the 
relationship between hemiboreal forest height and interferometric coherence, 
allowing in future to derive forest stand height with an accuracy suitable for a 




KOKKUVÕTE (SUMMARY IN ESTONIAN) 
Hemiboreaalsete metsade kaardistamine  
interferomeetrilise tehisava-radari andmetelt 
Käesolev doktoritöö uurib tehisavaradari (SAR) kasutusvõimalusi metsa kõrguse 
hindamiseks hemiboreaalsete metsade vööndis. Uurimistöö viidi läbi Tartu Üli-
kooli, Tartu Observatooriumi, Aalto Ülikooli, Euroopa Kosmoseagentuuri (ESA) 
kaugseire keskuse ESRIN ja Reach-U koostöös. Uurimistöös kasutatud satelliidi-
andmed on pärit Saksa Kosmosekeskuse (DLR) kõrglahutusega bistaatilise  
X-laineala tehisavaradari TanDEM-X satelliidipaarilt. 
Sagedasti uuenevad satelliidiandmed, nende globaalne katvus ja kõrge ruumi-
line lahutus võimaldavad tehisavaradari abil kaardistada metsi ning nendes 
toimuvaid muutusi suurtel maa-aladel. Radari abil on võimalik saada kõrge 
lahutusvõimega pilte, mis on tundlikud taimestikule, maapinna karedusele ja 
dielektrilistele omadustele. Sünkroonis lendava radaripaari samaaegselt tehtud 
pildid elimineerivad võimalikud ajalised muutused taimestikus ning tänu sellele 
on radariandmetest võimalik tuletada metsade vertikaalset struktuuri ja kõrgust.  
Uurimistöös käsitletakse tehisavaradari interferomeetrilise koherentsuse tund-
likkust metsa kõrguse suhtes ning analüüsitakse, millised keskkonna ja klimaati-
lised tingimused ning satelliidi orbiidiga seotud parameetrid mõjutavad radari-
piltidelt erinevate puuliikide kõrguse hindamise täpsust. Lisaks keskendub 
väitekiri interferomeetrilisele koherentsusele tuginevate mudelite analüüsimisele 
ning nende täpsuse hindamisele operatiivse metsa kõrguse kaardistamise raken-
duseks. Vaatluse alla on võetud kolm testala, mis asuvad Soomaa rahvuspargis, 
Võrtsjärve idakaldal Rannus ja Peipsiveere looduskaitsealal ning katavad kokku 
2291 hektarit metsa. 23 TanDEM-X satelliidipildi koherentsuspilte võrreldakse 
samadel testaladel aerolaserskaneerimise (LiDAR) abil mõõdetud puistute 
kõrgusega, mis on omakorda jagatud kolme rühma (kuused, männid ja laia-
lehised segametsad). 
RVoG (Random Volume over Ground) taimekatte mudel ning sellest tule-
tatud lihtsamad pooleempiirilised mudelid sobituvad olemasolevate TanDEM-X 
koherentsuse ning LiDARi metsa puistute kõrgusandmetega hästi. Töö tule-
mused kinnitavad, et tulevikus on suurte ja erinevatest metsatüüpidest koosne-
vate metsade kõrguse kosmosest kaardistamisel otstarbekas kasutusele võtta 
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On page 3, the Height of Ambiguity (HoA) values in Table 1 are incorrect. The 
correct values are:  
 
Date HoA (m) 
3.03.2012 44.7 
8.03.2012 66.2 








On page 964406, the Height of Ambiguity (HoA) values in the Table 1 are 
incorrect. The correct values are:  
 









2012-05-02  24.7 
2012-10-03  33.7 
2012-11-16  31.8 





On page 738, the Eq. 7 should be: 
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